Pontiac engine stand

Ames Performance and Butler Performance offer motor mount adapter brackets for GTOs and
Firebirds that allow interchanging early and late Pontiac V-8 engine blocks with different
numbers of motor mount holes cast into the block including the Pontiac , , , , , , , and For
example, available Pontiac motor mount adapters permit installing an early casting with two
mounting bolts per side in a later chassis that required a block with three bolts per side. This
was once popular when two-bolt-hole s high-performance Ram Air engines were plentiful. You
can also go the other way: Brackets are available to install more plentiful "smog-era" late s
blocks that have three mounting bolts per side into those earlier chassis set up for two-bolt
mounts. Equivalent auto-parts-store mounts for your chassis also work. Photo Credit: Marlan
Davis. So which blocks have which number of mounting holes? As spelled out by the Pontiac
restoration experts at Ames Performance, Pontiac V-8 engine-mount configurations evolved
over that engine's long production run. Once the Pontiac V-8 went to side engine mounts
starting in , blocks could have two, three, or five mount holes per side. Colin Comer's Pontiac
engine in his GTO with the two-bolt engine mount system as used on original to Pontiac V-8
engines. In , Pontiac began transitioning to a stronger three-bolt motor mount pattern. A Pontiac
block like this one has all five both early and late motor-mount holes on each side of the block
fully drilled and tapped. Blocks from have only two motor mounts per side A. Photo Credit: Ken
Crocie. This late Pontiac block has all five mounting bosses still present on the passenger side,
but only the late three-bolt pattern A was factory-drilled and tapped. It won't fit early two-bolt
mounting-system chassis unless you drill and tap the missing bolt-holes B, or use an adapter
kit. The passenger-side on this late Pontiac block has no "leftover" early mount bosses. The
strap is from the Ames adapter kit. Driver and passenger side mount hole spacing is different,
so there are two different plates; the smooth side should face out, nuts toward the block, and as
installed the holes are closer to the top then the bottom. Needed for mount clearance, the two
supplied button-head cap screws go through the second hole from the rear in both
passenger-side shown, A and driver-side plates. Ames Performance supplies steel plates with
two through-holes for attaching the plate to the block's existing holes, plus two additional holes
with welded-on nuts to bolt-up the mounts or brackets for the chassis the engine will be
installed in. On the driver side of this late three-bolt block, one of the early two-bolt bosses was
there but blank; the second early boss was MIA. The still-present vestigial blank boss interfered
with one adapter bracket weld nut A. When using the Ames three-bolt to two-bolt adapters, it
may be necessary to trim away any blank boss so the adapter bracket seats flush against the
two forward, fully drilled and tapped, late-model block mounting holes. Exercise care not to hit
the boss on the left that does get used. The finished clearance cut awaits a final deburr.
Possible alternative approach: Remove the adapter bracket's rearmost weld nut. Bolt the plate
to the block by its two intended through-bolt holes. AMES or Butler Performance Inc. Close Ad.
Marlan Davis Author. In this era, the engine mounts containing the rubber insulation aka "the
rubbers" attached to the block and mated to steel brackets aka "the towers" or "the frame
stands" that bolted to the front crossmember. Depending on the chassis, model year, and even
engine displacement, the mounts for a given OE application in this period could still be the
carryover two-bolt design or the new three-bolt design. This was also a transitional period for
GM chassis and frame design: GM started bolting the rubbers directly onto the crossmember on
some chassis; with the new design, the "rubbers" now attached to U-shaped brackets that bolt
to the block. For nonstock applications , because it has all possible mounting-hole locations,
this "five-bolt" design can bolt directly into any to Pontiac chassis originally equipped with a
Pontiac V-8 using the original factory-style mounts and brackets for that chassis and model
year. All Pontiac blocks we've seen are the five mounting-hole configuration. These blocks have
only the later three-bolt mounting pattern fully drilled and tapped. In some cases, we've seen
the old bosses still present on the casting, but they are "blank. If all the necessary "early-style"
bosses are in there on both sides of the block but blank, you could drill and tap them for the
earlier mount system. Alternatively, use a motor mount adapter kit like Ames PN A for installing
late three-bolt blocks into earlier chassis set up for two-bolt motor mounts. We've used this kit
and it works more or less as advertised, but like any hot rod part, there are a few things to look
out for see photos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Pontiac V8 engine is a family of
overhead valve V8 engines manufactured by the Pontiac Division of General Motors Corporation
that made its debut in Pontiac began as a "companion" to the Oakland division of the General
Motors line of automobiles in Pontiac successfully competed against more-expensive inline
four-cylinder models with their inline flathead six-cylinder engines. After outselling Oakland,
Pontiac became the sole survivor of the two by In addition to the inline 6, Pontiac used the
Oakland V8 for one year, , debuting an inline 8 in The development of this V8 dates back to ,
when engineers began considering new engine designs for postwar cars. They came up with a
cubic-inch 4. The test results showed Pontiac that an L-head engine simply couldn't compete

with overhead valve V8 engine designs. Despite their work, the division's conservative
management saw no immediate need to replace the Pontiac Straight When Robert Critchfield
took over as general manager in , he launched an ambitious plan to move Pontiac into the
upscale, mid-range market occupied by Oldsmobile , and that demanded V8 power. A new
engine was fast-tracked, its relatively late start allowing it to take advantage of developments
proven in the Oldsmobile V8 and Cadillac V8. As a result, it was remarkably free of teething
problems. Pontiac planned to produce the models with the V8, but Buick and Oldsmobile
appealed to GM management and earned a 2-year delay. Displacement began at cubic-inch 4.
Pontiac continued to manufacture its own engines, distinct from Buick , Cadillac , Chevrolet , or
Oldsmobile , until Pontiac engines were used in its U. The main innovation of the Pontiac engine
was reverse-flow cooling and the stamped rocker-arm system, which had been devised by
Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach in At the request of Ed Cole , general manager of Chevrolet ,
the layout was also used by the Chevrolet V8 released in , an exception to the customary GM
policy of allowing a division one year of exclusive use of an internally developed advance.
Federal emissions standards and the drive towards "corporate" engines shared among all GM
divisions led to the progressive demise of the Pontiac V8 through the late s. The up Pontiac V8
was an overhead valve engine with cast iron cylinder heads and block and wedge-shaped
combustion chambers. An innovative design feature was mounting the rocker arms on ball
pivots on studs set into the cylinder head, rather than using a separate rocker shaft. Along with
being cheaper to build, this allowed more consistent valve action with less weight than a
conventional shaft. All Pontiac V8s from to were reverse cooled, known as the "gusher" cooling
system. It was removed from the design for the model year because designers moved the
generator and the power steering pump from atop the front of the engine down to the front of
the heads to accommodate a lower hoodline. However, the engines had the generator in front of
the heads with reverse flow cooling still in use. This suggests that the cost of the reverse
cooling was the reason for the change to "equa-flow" cooling. Most iterations had an overall
length to the edge of the water pump pulley of All Pontiac engines except the Ram Air V engine
and and used 6. Most Pontiac engines were painted light blue. The " engine and the â€”60
version was named the "Tempest" V-8 and changed in 61 to the "Trophy" V8. Pontiac in the s
was one of a few US manufacturers that did not regularly identify their engine names and sizes
with air-cleaner or valve-cover decals. The V8 engine was introduced for the model year as the
"Strato Streak". Not long before the model year introduction, Pontiac management decided that
the entire line would be V8-powered. This was based on results of over 1 million test miles,
which was unheard of at the time. Compression ratio was a modest 8. For the V8 was bored out
to 3. It was offered in the following forms:. For the V8's stroke was increased to 3. For the first
time, Pontiac offered Tri-Power , three two-barrel carburetors with a sequential linkage replacing
the previous dual-quad set-up. Power ratings increased accordingly:. Standard only for the
Pontiac Bonneville was Pontiac's first-ever fuel injection system. A mechanical system built by
Rochester , it was similar in principle, but not identical, to the contemporary Chevrolet "fuelie".
Contemporary road tests suggest that it was actually somewhat inferior to the Tri-Power
engines, although it did have better fuel economy. Only Bonnevilles were produced for , all of
them fuel-injected. Only about were produced before the fuel injection system was quietly
dropped. This was the beginning of factory supplied performance items such as 4 bolt main
bearings and windage trays to reduce friction from crankcase oil. The was the standard engine
for the Pontiac GTO through Beginning in the Pontiac V-8 and was dubbed the Trophy V-8 , due
to its many victories in racing. Perhaps the most unusual variation of the Pontiac V8, the Trophy
4 was a degree inclined In Pontiac dropped the Buick division built cu. Both used a single
two-barrel carburetor. The subsequently became the optional V8 engine for Tempests, and later
the Pontiac Firebird , through and maintained the 17 degree cylinder head valve angle for its
entire production run. A higher-output four-barrel carburetor version was offered, called the HO
High Output. The remained in production through the model year , with cars receiving engines
produced the previous year. In , the cylinder head design was improved for the 4-barrel engine.
The valve angle was reduced from 17 degrees to 14 degrees for better breathing. The "" head
was a only casting , and the only PMD head to have a closed chamber with the new 14 degree
valve angle. The 2-barrel kept the 17 degree valve angles for '67; starting in '68 all Pontiac V8s
went to the 14 degree valve angle. Pontiac went to open-chambered heads in some models and
all 68 and up to improve power, engine breathing and reduce emissions. The valve size
increased as well, to 2. Low-performance and two-barrel applications, the standard engine in
full-sized Pontiacs, got 1. The four-barrel was a popular performance option for many of
Pontiac's cars. When fitted with other high- airflow components, it produced a good balance of
low-end torque and higher-RPM power. Like the , it was offered in both 2-barrel and 4-barrel
versions. Bore and stroke were 4. The The crankshafts were also unique in the fact that they

featured only two counter weights instead of the usual five and also featured lightened
connecting rod journals. This resulted in a lightweight design weighing less than the Chevrolet
small-block V The heads were a new design featuring siamesed intake ports. The short-deck
block and different intake ports also required the design of a new intake manifold. Although it is
much different from the original vintage Pontiac V-8 powerplant, the has the distinction of being
the last true Pontiac V-8 engine, as Pontiac ceased production of these engines effective April 1,
For model year vehicles, the engine codes are the 8th digit of the VIN. The 2-barrel version was
last offered in The 4-barrel version was available from to and the Turbo version was available in
and only. The Turbo was unique in that it had a beefier block than the â€”79 versions which
carried on in the non turbo versions in and , a very mild camshaft with 0. This had extra-rich
"DX" secondary metering rods and a remote vacuum source for the primary metering rod
enrichment circuit to allow the Power Enrichment Vacuum Regulator PEVR to release the
primary metering rods to move to the up position enrichment anytime during boosted
conditions. This was to ensure there was enough fuel to cool the cast offset dished pistons. The
Turbo was limited to Trans Am and Formula Firebird production only, although some literature
has indicated that the Turbo may have found its way into the Chevrolet Camaro Z GM's parts
books do list the turbo engine for the Camaro. Based on the same short-deck as the , the "LS 5"
Unlike previous enlargements of Pontiac V8s, it did not replace the The SD became factory
installed in and in a street version became available from the factory with a dual four-barrel or
tri-power carburetion. The premier SD cylinder head was the late early casting aka "" head,
featuring a larger The also marked the end of the option for a forged-steel crankshaft. The
Armasteel cast crankshaft was the standard hardened cast-iron crankshaft used throughout the
entire Pontiac V-8 line until In , Pontiac out of concerns the public misunderstood the
engineering terms, went to a nodular cast iron crankshaft, which they used until In the basic
design's bore was increased to 4. The crankshaft in the also had a "N" cast on them as opposed
to the 's Armasteel. In , Pontiac also used a revised crankshaft out of a Pearlitic malleable-iron,
although it still used the "N" casting letter. This new material had stronger alloys in the iron. All
engines were factory installed in large cars only. However, there were a few dealers that would
install a in a customers GTO or Firebird for higher power levels. All cylinder heads received the
14 degree valve angle, closed chamber only in 67 and open chamber 68 and up. It was replaced
by the for the model year. For through , the bore was expanded 0. Oldsmobile and Buick also
had '' inch engines about the same time. The displacement is a function of the engines bore and
stroke. Pontiac did not have the customary "small-block" and "big-block" engine families
common to other GM divisions as well as Ford and Chrysler. Pontiac's V8s share the same
connecting rod length 6. The horsepower ratings of this era were often dubious, with engines
rated higher or lower in output for advertising, political, or insurance purposes. For , Pontiac
introduced another High Output H. The SD used round-port cylinder heads similar to those used
on the and HO, with specific "LS-2" intake and cast-iron exhaust header manifolds. Still, it was
the strongest American engine offered that year. This truly was a racing engine, detuned for use
in passenger cars. The was used through when it, as with many other large displacement
engines, was discontinued as manufacturers moved to smaller, more efficient models, even in
their full size car lines. While not officially called the Ram Air I when it was issued, [ citation
needed ] it was the first in a series of Ram Air V8 engines from Pontiac. It also had along with
the HO engine the famous cast-iron "headers" which were much better at reducing
backpressure than the regular manifolds. The cast "" heads had taller valve spring heights than
the standard D-port heads, and the only degree valve angle closed combustion chamber making
these heads unique. The Ram Air II was the first engine that incorporated Pontiac's legendary
round-port head design in a production vehicle, however the intake port was the same as other
D-port heads, leaving a head which exhaust port could nearly match the intake at high valve
lifts. The Ram Air II also incorporated the first computer-designed camshaft. However, the RA II
was limited to a 1. It also was the base engine in the Firebird Trans Am of and It was identical to
the optional HO engine with the exception of the outside air induction system, and was also
basically the same engine as the ''68 HO. The Ram Air III had used a similar block to the Ram Air
IV in that it was drilled for 4-bolt main bearing caps but used a cast crank and cast rods, and
2-bolt main bearing caps in This engine also had the distinction of using the cast-iron "headers"
made famous on the original HO engine in All â€”69 Ram Air blocks have 4-bolt caps. In
addition, a shallower spherized-wedge combustion chamber moved the tuliped valve heads.
However, by this time compression had dramatically dropped off, marking the beginning of the
end of the muscle car era. So large are the intake ports that the pushrods run through the center
of each port via pressed-in tubes, in addition to streamlined airfoils over the tubes themselves
to improve port shape, and increase flow velocity. The had shorter connecting rods, smaller 2. It
shared the 4. Quite a few s were dealer installed. The SD was available in as a dealer option or

over the counter then in 62 and 63 from the factory, and was fitted with a list of internal
modifications designed solely to withstand the abuse of drag racing. Cam was a McKellar No.
Factory heavy-duty high-pressure oil pump and eight-quart sump, four-bolt main bearing caps
with Moraine aluminum bearings, and dual-point distributor without vacuum advance. Casting
No. Neither casting was equipped with an exhaust crossover. Available only in the and Formula
Firebird and Firebird Trans AM, the SD consisted of a strengthened cylinder block that included
4-bolt main bearings and additional material in various locations for improved strength. Original
plans called for a forged crankshaft, although actual production SDs received nodular-iron
crankshafts with minor enhancements. Forged rods and forged-aluminum pistons were
specified, as were unique high-flow cylinder-heads. The very modest cam, combined with a
low-compression ratio of 8. The initial press cars that were given to the various enthusiast
magazines e. This was a completely stock car on loan from a private owner for the test.
Furthermore, this car had an automatic, air conditioning, a 3. The SD4 was never available in a
production vehicle, however Pontiac's Performance Parts counter had all the SD4 parts
available and one could garner a 2. All Indy Fiero replicas came with the 2. A higher-output
version was offered, called the HO High Output. In , there was also a "HO" which had increased
power with the addition of higher compression 18 heads 17 and 46 were the most common
2-barrel heads , a four-barrel carburetor and matching intake that was also used on the and
engines. There was also the addition of dual exhaust, and in the case of a stick shift car, a
slightly more aggressive cam. In the HO was upgraded again with the addition of the HO cam,
commonly referred to by Pontiac hobbyists as the cam. Free-flowing exhaust manifolds from
the RamAir were used late in the model year. This may be today one of the most overlooked
high-performance engines of the era, [ citation needed ] as it was overlooked by the buyers of
larger engines available in the day It was basically a with heads to match the pistons. In the
cubic-inch 6. All engines for were W72 versions and were last produced in , after which time the
tooling was dismantled. Some engines in vehicles may have been cast as early as W72 versions
had chrome valve covers, base versions had painted covers. The hood scoop decal
distinguished which version of the engine was in the vehicle. Note: In â€”81, this would change
as the 5. This engine was first offered in as the third engine in the GTO and Firebird line after
the 2-barrel and the base It was the top of the line engine until the Ram Air was introduced later
in the year. This engine was offered as an option in thru Pontiac offered this to the public as a
streetable version of the SD. The engine came with 4-barrel and heads for the tripower and
special exhaust manifolds and a 7H cam with deg. These same heads were also used on the
GTO tri-power engines. The ' HO' was a conventional "D" port engine â€” to simplify things, it
was a late model year offering which was truly a 'High Output' version of the offered from the
onset of the model year in all Pontiacs full sized cars. Intended as a low compression
progression from the previous years Ram Air IV engine, all HO engines used a heavy duty 4 bolt
main block, round port cylinder heads casting ; with 8. According to GM mandates horsepower
was now rated in net figures as opposed to gross, so on paper the HO appeared to have a
significant drop in power, but in fact it was very much the same engine, and performance
figures reveal this to be true. Pontiac still offered the regular RPO L75 in its full sized cars, and
after some public outcry a " HO" package was offered for the Firebird's top of the line Trans Am
model. Ordering the 'L75' in the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am included the same packaged items
as the previous model year, with the sole exception that the 'shaker' hood scoop call out now
simply read "". The modifications over the standard 4-barrel were designated the Turbo "T"
block. This included the ESC Electronic Spark Control distributor and controller borrowed from
the Turbo, which allowed for higher timing without the penalty of engine damaging pinging or
preignition. Unfortunately, there were no improvements in the casting number "01" small-valve
high-velocity heads, which would have yielded greater improvements in power. This was a
project started with the end goal of building a Hemi. Surprisingly, Mopar actually agreed and
sent over several of the engineers that designed both the and Hemi. The goal of making a
Pontiac Hemi succeeded but the engine was never produced. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues
on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article may
require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. No cleanup reason has been specified.
Please help improve this article if you can. May Learn how and when to remove this template
message. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
This article's lead section may be too short to adequately summarize its key points. Please
consider expanding the lead to provide an accessible overview of all important aspects of the
article. August This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying
the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research

should be removed. October Learn how and when to remove this template message. Motor
vehicle engine. See also: Pontiac Turbo. This section possibly contains original research.
September Learn how and when to remove this template message. This section is empty. You
can help by adding to it. February Retrieved Categories : Pontiac engines V8 engines Gasoline
engines by model. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links.
General Motors Corporation. Rochester or Carter Carburetors Fuel injection. Pontiac blocks are
interesting power plants that are often misunderstood and improperly identified by sellers and
buyers alike. The blocks of all Pontiac V-8s from the to the are the same size and very close to
the same weight, which can make it more difficult to identify the 11 different engine
displacements produced from â€” Adding to the confusion, multiple block codes were used,
and date codes can overlap up to three decades. The truth is, however, Pontiac V-8s are
relatively easy to identify if you know some of the outward clues. Whether the engine is sitting
in a car, on a stand, or on the floor, at first glance you will note that all Pontiac blocks have a
hydraulic lifter valley pan. That simply means that the intake is not sealed to the lifter valley,
allowing you to remove the intake while the engine remains sealed. The distributor is located at
the rear of the motor and can remain installed when the intake is removed. All Pontiac blocks
from and up have the same provisions for mounting the transmission, starter, and engine. Prior
blocks had the starter mounted to the transmission bellhousing, and large-body cars, like
Bonnevilles and Catalinas, continued to have the starter mounted in the transmission
bellhousing until despite having the provision for starters on the block in Pontiac blocks have
two different freeze-plug configurations. Blocks cast from â€”66 have two freeze plugs while the
â€”78 blocks have three freeze plugs. As you look there you may find a pretty simple clue that
will end your engine identifying search. On blocks produced in and after, you will find , , or
stamped towards the left side of the front of the block. There is no displacement stamp for , or
blocks. To further identify the year and application, move to the top and rear of the block, where
the distributor is mounted. Here you will find the date code and block casting number. It should
be noted that for the model year, Pontiac used M for December. The month is then followed by
one or two digits, which represent the day the block was cast, followed by one more digit, which
represents the year. Armed with the previous clues, you can pin the year down. If the block is
stamped with a , , or , it was likely cast in , because GM as discussed started stamping the
displacement on the block for the model year. Also, all blocks cast in and later have the last two
digits of the year here as well. If not, we can look for further clues to fully identify the block and
application. If you are trying to confirm a numbers-matching block for your car, we will need to
go a little further regardless. Casting codes can shed more light on identifying the block,
matching codes to identify the displacement and year used. It is important to note, however,
that casting codes were often used for more than one year and could have different main caps
or machining depending on the year. On â€”63 blocks, the casting code is on the passenger
side of the block. For â€”67, they are found on the distributor pad. Casting codes for â€”81
appear on the ledge at the rear of the block behind cylinder eight. Once you locate the casting
code, you can find your block through a number of searchable databases. At this point we can
move forward to the front of the block where the codes are stamped, just under the
passenger-side cylinder head. Pontiac started using these two-digit codes beginning in Above
the code is the block unit number, and the common line of thought is that this number matches
the last six digits of the VIN, as with other GM applications. However, when it comes to Pontiac,
this is simply the engine sequential number, generally referred to in service bulletins for
updates in production. From until early , the block unit number represented the last digits of the
VIN of the vehicle that the motor was originally installed in. These digits were followed by the
last 6 digits of the VIN. Also consider the casting codes on the heads. These are cast into the
center exhaust ports, which you can again reference on several sites. The date code is cast to
the right of the cylinder head code, just below the valve cover. We could go into a lot detail
about other components and various casting numbers for intakes, exhaust manifolds, and
more. If you are out shopping for an engine or checking out a car and want to identify the motor
as correct or complete, keep in mind that the engine and major component casting dates should
be within a day or two. The date codes should also pre-date the vehicle build date by a few days
to several months, depending on the assembly plant location. For example, if your car was built
at Pontiac, the component casting dates are likely to be very close to the vehicle build date, but
a Fremont-built car will likely have a bigger gap typically several weeks between the component
casting dates and the vehicle assembly date. This is because all Pontiac V-8s were assembled
at Plant 9 in Pontiac, Michigan, and then shipped to the assembly plants. As with any purchase,
be sure to do your homework before you buy. Happy hunting! Maintenance and Tech. How to
identify Pontiac engine blocks Reggie Horning. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news
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Smith. Share Leave comment. Falling between Chevrolet and Oldsmobile on the corporate
ladder, Oakland introduced Pontiac in as a companion model line. Oakland introduced the
Pontiac in to complement itself. Pontiacs sold so well that the Oakland line was canceled within
a few years. This particular Pontiac is part of the General Motors Heritage Collection and was
the first Pontiac ever produced. In , General Motors leaned heavily on Chevrolet and Pontiac to
develop V-8 engines for the model year and provided them with all available resources to
ensure success. Pontiac settled on a 3. Pontiac management urged that the design allow for
future displacement increases, which eventually permitted the basic combination to displace ci
in a matter of years. The left-hand cylinder bank was offset rearward. This allowed the
distributor to be mounted on the right side of the block, exposing its driven gear to upward
thrust, eliminating the need for a machined thrust surface within the block. Displacing ci, the
entry-level 2-barrel mill was packed full of cutting-edge features and was rated at hp. An
optional 4-barrel carburetor was made available midyear, which increased horsepower to The
cylinder heads incorporated 1. A reverse-flow cooling system directed coolant toward the
cylinder heads before the lower end of the engine in an attempt to extend exhaust valve life. The
rocker system, consisting of a stamped-steel rocker arm pivoting on a single stud, was one that
many other manufacturers adopted for their V-8s in later years. Engines featuring a
compression ratio of 7. A machined decked cylinder head was utilized to boost compression
ratio to , and increased horsepower to A hp version was introduced in mid when a 4-barrel
carburetor was made available. Engine displacement grew to Optional dual exhaust added
about 10 hp to either engine. Pontiac created its first extra-horsepower package in mid With
more compression, dual 4-barrel carburetors, and a special camshaft, the combination boosted
horsepower to Though his influence is felt in model year styling, this Bonneville represents the
direction Pontiac was headed during the late s and into the s. Tri-Power was introduced in to
give Pontiac a youthful appeal to young hot rodders. Boasting excellent street manners and
economy while operating on its center 2-barrel carburetor, and strong acceleration as its end
2-barrels progressively opened, it was well marketed and quite popular with buyers through It is
truly a Pontiac trademark. DeLorean as assistant chief engineer. The top performer designated
for NASCAR-type competition still utilized dual 4-barrel carburetors and cranked out hp.
Displacement increased to for and horsepower increased accordingly. The engine grew yet
again in to ci, and it remained at this size for A complete over-the-counter parts package with
the sole intent of producing a competition-only was released in It employed the same four-bolt
block used in Tri-Power applications, but the Super Duty package filled it with a forged-steel
crankshaft and connecting rods. High-flow cylinder heads produced High-flow castiron exhaust
manifolds with separate collectors that could be uncapped were offered, and a single 4-barrel or
Tri-Power intake manifold was also used. The was carried over into the model year and the
Super Duty package went on. Intake manifold choices were limited to a single 4-barrel or
Tri-Power. While both were previously cast iron, for they were cast in lighter weight aluminum.
Either engine was rated at hp. The package was available in with few enhancements, and it
continued as a parts department purchase. With the assistance of Pontiac ad-man Jim Wangers,
Royal Pontiac became intertwined with the Division and had a direct line to its Engineering
department. This particular Ventura, campaigned by Royal Pontiac and driven by Wangers, may
be the only Pontiac to receive a factory-installed Super Duty To maintain competitiveness on
the track with the larger engines produced by other manufacturers, Pontiac released a version
of its Super Duty package through its parts departments toward the end of the model year. To
comply with rules imposed by racing associations, both it and the Super Duty became
factoryinstalled options in Available only with two 4-barrels, the SD was rated at hp and made
quick work of the competition. Concerned with maximum performance, little regard was given to
cold-weather operating characteristics of the Super Duty engine. As such, most Super Duty
Pontiacs were purchased with the sole intent of regularly competing on the race track. The
Super Duty combination proved to be lethal. Pontiac was dominating drag strips around the
country and it captured 30 of 52 NASCAR race wins during the season. The Super Duty was
comprised of a new 4. It utilized the same cylinder heads as the , which pushed compression to
Rated at hp, the package made Pontiac an even greater threat on the race track. If success is
measured by competitive wins, Pontiac was the manufacturer to beat in The possibilities
seemed limitless with the persuasive John DeLorean having been promoted to chief engineer
the previous year. Until that point, certain forms of racing simply required that a given
component have a factory part number for it to be legal for competition. That translated into a
flood of aftermarket components arbitrarily hung with manufacturer part numbers with the sole
intent of satisfying these governing bodies. This simply meant that Pontiac installed both the

SD and SD into vehicles on its assembly line. The SD was limited to a single 4-barrel while the
SD used dual 4-barrels. Both engines received the McKellar number camshaft, which was much
like a solid-lifter version of the hydraulic number of later years. The SD was rated at hp, while
the SD was at The Super Duty received new pistons, which raised the compression a full point
over the previous year to The single 4-barrel version was rated at hp, while the dual 4-barrel unit
was rated at hp as in , even with the increased compression ratio. A separate dual 4-barrel
engine with compression was also available in , and it was under rated at hp. Pontiac released a
revised cylinder head for its Super Duty engines early in Boasting improved exhaust flow, it had
no official effect on output rating. The bottom seemingly fell out of the performance car market
at General Motors in January When General Motors pulled the plug on factory-backed racing,
Pontiac moved forward with its street performance program. A new vehicle based on the
concept of combining a large-cube engine with a compact body produced the GTO for
Corporate regulations limited engine size to in the Tempest platform. In addition to the
induction changes for , Pontiac also increased displacement and revised the cylinder head
valve angles to improve airflow and further enhance output. Photo Courtesy Tom DeMauro.
Pontiac utilized the experience gained from the Super Duty program to create its newest
performance street engine, the High Output H. The H. It consisted of a four-bolt block and
number cylinder heads, which were similar to the Super Duty units but contained an exhaust
crossover to improve cold-weather operation. An aggressive hydraulic-lifter camshaft was
employed, and it utilized Tri-Power induction and high-flow cast-iron exhaust manifolds. It was
rated at hp. A new performance Pontiac entered the market in and it changed the industry
forever. His rebellious attitude allowed him to push many of his technological visions through
to production. Pontiac engines had typically been painted a shade of green or blue up to this
point. The hood scoop insert was cut open, allowing the engine to ingest cooler outside air,
conceivably producing more power. The Ram Air package became a Pontiac trademark for
years to follow. It never increased the advertised output rating, but it certainly offered a
performance benefit. Pontiac was forced to abandon its signature Tri-Power induction system in
when General Motors banned multiple carburetion on all vehicles except the Corvette. To be
sure the new 4-barrel engines performed at least as well as the previous hp Tri-Power engine,
airflow was improved by reducing piston-to-valve angle from 20 to 14 degrees, and increasing
valve diameters from 1. Streamlined exhaust manifolds were used to improve flow, and the
block bore diameter was increased. General Motors banned the use of multiple carburetion in In
an attempt to maintain performance, Pontiac developed a new intake manifold and specified the
new Rochester Quadrajet carburetor for its performance applications. Capable of flowing cfm, it
was an efficient design that was used well into the mid s. In addition to those changes, Pontiac
completely redesigned the intake manifold using the s Super Duty 4-barrel manifold as a
template. The dual-plane design featured long, smoothly contoured runners to produce
maximum torque at low speed. Though there was large push to cast the manifold in aluminum
to save weight, cast iron was ultimately used to quell reliability concerns and maximize
cold-weather operating characteristics. The was also slightly affected for As the full-size
offerings grew in size, they required even more horsepower to maintain performance. It
borrowed technology from a new highperformance engine that Pontiac was developing for ,
which contained some very unique pieces aimed at reaching its intended 6,rpm limit. The port
work improved exhaust air-flow by about 10 percent over a comparable D-port, and the outlet
shape was intended to make fitting tubular headers easier for racers. The valvetrain was
comprised of specific heavy-duty components, and the new number hydraulic-lifter cam was
teamed with 1. The combination was rated at hp for the Firebird and for the GTO. New cylinder
heads with larger intake ports, cast-aluminum intake manifold, and 1. Available in the GTO and
Firebird, the hp engine with nearly Such examples are highly coveted by collectors today. Two
new performance engines were introduced for the Firebird and GTO, and both carried over into
with minimal changes. The camshaft teamed with 1. The mill was rated at hp for the Firebird and
hp for the GTO. To regulate emissions, General Motors imposed a compression-ratio cap of 8.
Pontiac knew that increasing displacement meant similar horsepower could be attained at a
lower RPM. To combat certain forms of tailpipe emissions and to keep insurance premiums in
check, General Motors imposed a corporate compression ratio limit of 8. Rated at hp, it used
many Ram Air IVâ€”type components and included revised round-port cylinder heads and an
camshaft. An exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve is a vacuum-operated emissions control
device located on the intake manifold of every Pontiac V-8 from forward. Its purpose is to allow
metered amounts of exhaust gas to reenter the cylinders during certain operating conditions,
limiting the formation of a specific pollutant. Even when forced to comply with emissions
regulations, Pontiac shocked the industry when it released the Super Duty in Featuring such
components as a specially reinforced block, forged pistons and connecting rods, and new

high-flow cylinder heads, the round-port engine was capable of running at 6, rpm. Availability
was limited to the Firebird Formula and Trans Am in and Fewer than 1, were built during its
two-year run. Adhering to the imposed compression ratio limit, the H. The camshaft was chosen
to maximize low-end torque, and specific hydraulic lifters were used to effectively limit engine
speed to no more than about 5, rpm, quelling warranty claims from overextended operation. In
response to more stringent exhaust emission standards, exhaust gas recirculation EGR was
introduced for It consisted of a valve mounted on the intake manifold that allowed metered
amounts of inert exhaust gas to re-enter the combustion chamber. The SD was a
max-performance effort designed to operate at 6, rpm. Additional material was added to the SD
block to increase overall rigidity, and it contained a provision for dry sump oiling at the rear. A
nodular iron crankshaft with deep-rolled fillets was employed. It was retained by four-bolt main
bearing caps. Specific forged-aluminum pistons were complemented by beautiful forged-steel
connecting rods. To improve the performance of its , Pontiac installed a turbocharger for the
model year. It added more than 50 hp to the naturally aspirated 4-barrel mill, taking the total to
around hp. A number of special components were used to accommodate the added cylinder
pressure that occurs under boost conditions. Availability was limited to the Firebird Formula
and Trans Am. The intake port was so wide near the entrance that its sidewall actually broke
into the adjacent pushrod guide passage, and a thin-wall steel sleeve was pressed in to seal it.
Specific valvesprings and high-quality 2. A new cfm Quadrajet and a specific cast-iron intake
manifold with enlarged runners were used with the SD A spec hydraulic camshaft was used
throughout development and testing, lending to its hp rating, but when it finally reached
production in May , a spec cam was used to ward off emissions concerns, and the engine was
subsequently rerated at hp. Availability was limited to the Firebird model line. Only SD-powered
Firebirds were produced in , and all were the hp variety. An additional 1, Super Duty Firebirds
were produced in New federal emission standards shook the industry during the model year.
Pontiac utilized a single exhaust catalyst and a compression ratio of just 7. High-ratio rear axle
gearing was used to keep engine speed relatively low, which lessened emissions and improved
fuel economy. Performance suffered and the was emasculated to just hp. Pontiac knew that
high-revving engines had become a distant memory, so in an attempt to shed overall vehicle
weight, material was removed from low stress areas of the block. The blocks are reliable for
normal duty applications, but should not be used in any high-performance effort. Another
significant change occurred in mid Pontiac eliminated the common harmonic balancer on most
and ci engines backed by an automatic transmission. A crankshaft hub was used in its place
and it served as an accessory drive and contained a top dead center TDC timing mark. The was
discontinued after and a high-performance took its place in With heavy emphasis placed on
maximizing fuel economy, Pontiac developed a small-cube V-8 in a lightweight package to
complement the downsized models it would introduce in the near future. The svelte block was
filled with a crankshaft that had only one large counterweight at each end and cast connecting
rods. Several thousand were set aside for the Trans Am. A turbocharger was added to the to
give the Trans Am an injection of performance. With turbo boost limited to less than 10 pounds,
the was rated at around hp in both and General Motors ceased Pontiac V-8 production in March
It was the final chapter in a saga that started in and concluded after 14,, engines were produced.
Pontiac always maintained a performance image and a great number of hobbyists competed
regularly with their Pontiacs in various stock and modified classes. These guys drove some of
the quickest Pontiacs to ever make a pass down the drag strip in their day. Arnie Beswick drove
a number of different Pontiacs during the s and s. He almost always has one of his Pontiacs
with him. Mickey Thompson was so serious about Pontiac performance during the early s that
he took it upon himself to develop and produce a specific cylinder head with a hemispherically
shaped combustion chamber, which was sold by his Long Beach, Californiaâ€”based Mickey
Thompson Equipment Company. A complete line of accessories was also available, which
included pistons, valve covers, and intake manifolds. This particular engine is owned by
hobbyist Jack Gifford. Thompson claimed an increase of more than hp was possible when
compared to modified Pontiac heads. Kauffman Racing Equipment produces a wide variety of
heavy-duty components for those wishing to compete at the top levels. This inch engine
features an aluminum block, canted-valve cylinder heads, and dual carburetors. It generates
more than 1, hp and has run the quarter-mile in as quick as 7. Butler Performance has gained a
reputation as a premier Pontiac engine builder providing hobbyists with potent combinations
ranging from dedicated street engines to max-performance boosted V-8s. The 2,hp beast has
propelled his 2,pound LeMans to a quarter-mile best of 6. Photo Courtesy Don Keefe. These
companies, and a few others, can be credited with keeping Pontiac V-8 performance flame alive
during the smog-era and the years immediately following its discontinuance. If you liked this
article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive

deal on this book. Pontiac Engine Stand. Fits all 2 bolt and 5 bolt blocks. Click on images for
larger view. Engine Stand Bolt Kit. Engine Stand Wheel Kit. Wheels for our engine stand. Engine
adapter brackets. Allows older or newer engines to be installed in vehicles of different mounting
situations. Click image for larger view. Pontiac front engine plate. Plate allows mounting of the 4
lower water pump mounting bolts on factory timing covers. Made of steel Allows alternator or
vacuum pump mounting. Part FEP Motor Mounts. Left rubber motor mount, fits FB, Ventura,
fullsize. Right rubber motor mount, fits FB, Ventura, fullsize. Also for FB and TA. Transmission
Mounts. Trans mount - rubber. Solid trans mount - all. Polyurethane trans mount. Non power
steering alternator mounting kit. Reproduced in steel and aluminum from a factory piece. Kit
includes bracket, spacer, and bolt. Everything included to properly mount alternator. Pontiac
Alternator Bracket. Part SS Battery cable tube for RA manifolds or headers. For GTO. Flywheel
bolts - MT - set of 6. Flywheel bolt - AT - 6 required. Pontiac Engine Stand Fits all 2 bolt and 5
bolt blocks. Engine adapter brackets Allows older or newer engines to be installed in vehicles of
different mounting situations. Pontiac front engine plate Plate allows mounting of the 4 lower
water pump mounting bolts on factory timing covers. Part MM1. Part MM2. Part MM3L. Part
MM3R. Part MM4L. Part MM4R. Part MM5L. Part MM5R. Part MM6. Part TM1TH Part TM2TH Part
TM3. Part TM4. Non power steering alternator mounting kit Reproduced in steel and aluminum
from a factory piece. Part BCT Part FWB When Pontiac designed its V-8 packages, each engine
type was subjected to an endurance test, which consisted of static operation at 4, rpm on a
dynamometer for consecutive hours without shutdown. The engine was then completely
disassembled and inspected for any signs of abnormal wear. If nothing of significance was
detected, it was one step closer to reaching production. Extra material was cast into the
components so that each could easily accommodate being moderately machined at least once.
Modern passenger car engines are designed to last , miles or more, and there are a number of
factors that allow it to accomplish this. Modern machining and finishing techniques, piston ring
technology, and engine oil quality are generally considered better than ever before. Modern fuel
injection ensuresinstant startup and improved coldweather operation, and prevents excessive
fueling to wash the oil film from the cylinder walls. An engine dynamometer is an excellent tool
for breaking in an engine and measuring output under full-throttle load. The best machine
shops or engine builders use a dyno to ensure a completely assembled engine operates
properly before delivering it to a customer. Measured output values can tell you if your engine
meets your performance expectations. Any engine may require a rebuild for any number of
reasons, even one that had a rebuild recently performed. Abnormal thrust bearing wear is
evident in this particular Pontiac engine, which might indicate improper bearing main cap
alignment or insufficient thrust clearance. In either instance, it requires a rebuild. In addition to
those advancements, most modern cars are typically lighter and can accelerate with less
resistance to motion, lessening the overall load an engine sees on a daily basis. The use of
overdrive transmissions equates into reduced engine RPM during normal conditions. Neglect
often results in an engine that falls well short of its intended lifetime. But it may not be in perfect
health and may benefit from a complete rebuild. When looking for an engine to rebuild, you can
tell that an engine has been rebuilt if it has been freshly painted and is relatively free of heavy
grease deposits. This particular 4-barrel could be an excellent foundation for a restoration
application. The purpose of any engine rebuild is to eliminate the internal wear that results from
normal operation and restore any lost performance. A typical rebuild should include machining
each contact surface, replacing all sacrificial components, and installing new bearings, seals,
and gaskets. If properly executed, the effort should provide you with a Pontiac that runs at least
as well as the day it rolled off the assembly line, and the use of high-quality gaskets and seals
should prevent any annoying oil or coolant leaks. There are other factors beyond normal wear
that might force an owner to rebuild an engine. The machining performed during the rebuilds, or
the extent of damage that occurred when a component let go, determines how useable your
existing components are. One of the first steps to any successful rebuild is creating a sound
plan of action. You need to determine which category your rebuild best falls within. This helps
you and a machinist to select the parts to meet your goal, and then establish the budget for
build project. Each type of rebuild requires a different rebuild plan and different machine shop
services. You need to identify the vintage or your Pontiac V-8 and determine of the existing
components are capable of meeting your performance expectations in stock or mildly modified
form. If your machinist is unfamiliar with the various Pontiac castings and the capacity of each,
then it may be best to use one of the many proven combinations found in Chapter 9, or contact
one of the many Pontiac builders listed in the Source Guide. The answers you receive should
include recommendations for total engine displacement, which pistons, connecting rods, rings
and bearings should be used, and the camshaft specifications and cylinder heads that help you
reach your performance goal during your rebuild. There are two other important questions that

you must ask yourself when planning your engine rebuild. How much money do I have to spend
on the entire project? And how much of the actual engine assembly work am I willing to perform
myself? Only you can answer all these questions, and it is common to be undecided at this
point of the rebuild. You do, however, have to take a realistic approach and need to stick close
to your plan once you commit to it. You must be realistic when assessing your experience and
skill level when tackling your engine rebuild because small errors can result in significant
consequences and ultimately lead to engine failure. Though generally not regarded as a tool,
compressed air is great to have available for myriad reasons. An air-blow gun can be used to
remove decades of dust and grime, especially after being loosened with solvent and a wire
brush. Though the use of eye protection is suggested throughout the entire rebuild process, it
is mandatory when using compressed air. Air-operated tools seem to make any job easier.
While I often use such equipment for more common repairs, I prefer hand tools when rebuilding
an engine. It allows me to feel just how much effort is required to remove or install a fastener,
and that can be a telltale sign of thread or fastener damage. A pneumatic impact wrench can be
used to remove high-torque harmonic balancer and main cap bolts. Pontiac designed the
components of a given combination to complement one another and perform suitably for its
intended application. A particular low-performance engine may have used a 2-barrel carburetor,
small-valve heads, and a mild camshaft, but for the most part, its remaining components were
the same as those on a similar 4-barrel offering. Either of these approaches can be quite costly.
Additional information on parts selection and power levels are covered in later chapters.
SnapOn, Mac, and other brands make professional hand tools for working mechanics. These
fine instruments are a pleasure to use and should last a lifetime or longer. However, the at-home
mechanic can competently rebuild an engine with Craftsman, Husky, and other high-quality
consumer tools. Before any engine can be rebuilt, it must be completely disassembled, and
tearing it down before delivering it to a machine shop can often save you a few bucks. Some
specialized equipment, such as a valvespring compressor, engine hoist, and engine stand, are
required. But keep in mind: The tools mentioned above are for disassembling and assembling
your Pontiac V-8, as well as several other task-specific tools. You might look into renting or
borrowing them from friends or parts stores for a single engine rebuild. If additional engine
rebuilds are possible down the road, then now might be the best time to add them to your tool
box. However they are usually more costly and can quickly deplete a budget. The list of those
specialty tools includes:. A Pontiac Service Manual is an excellent resource that can provide
information about specific details for a particular model year. Costly reprints are commonly
available from various sources, but worn, lower-priced originals are often available on popular
Internet classifieds or auction sites. A service manual for the model year of the engine being
rebuilt is must have for every enthusiast. Various telescoping gauges, calipers, and
micrometers are essential tools when performing any engine rebuild. They can be used to verify
the measurements of most components. Units like these can be purchased at a reasonable cost
from a local discount tool retailer. This unit uses a conventional razor blade that can be
changed as often as necessary. Only a handful of basic taps of various sizes and thread pitches
are needed during an engine rebuild, to chase the threads found on any cylinder head or block.
A telescoping tool like this or one with a flexible head is an inexpensive purchase at your
nearest parts store. A valvespring compressor is required to completely disassemble and
reassemble cylinder heads. Though units of various arrangements are available, I prefer a
C-clamp style like this. A feeler gauge is used to measure the clearance between two
perpendicular mating surfaces. When combined with any precision straight edge, it can be used
to measure cylinder head or deck surface warping. A dial-bore gauge can be used to measure
areas of the block, such as the bore diameter, cylinder wall taper, and diameter of the camshaft
tunnel and main caps. Available within specific ranges, this Comp Cams unit measures from 1.
A digital camera is another excellent resource that can be used throughout the entire project.
But it also allows you to provide your machinist with detailed pictures of any suspect areas you
might have found in the disassembly process. The best choice is one that comes recommended
by fellow Pontiac hobbyists who have had direct experience with a shop. You may find some
shops with several caveats and others with several attributes. In my opinion, a reputable,
professional shop should be clean and able to perform such tasks as sonic testing,
magnetic-particle inspection of components for cracks, fully machine a block and crankshaft,
rebuild cylinder heads, prepare connecting rods, and completely balance a rotating assembly. It
should also be able to procure replacement components, such as pumps, gaskets, and seals.
Specialized procedures, such as nitride or cryogenic treatments, are often beyond the
resources of typical engine building shops. If a machine shop must send any component to an
outside company for specific machining processes, then the machinist should assume full
responsibility for any failure that occurs and is found to be related to the component that was

outsourced. A machine shop technician must be able to work with a complete selection of
compatible and complementary components because all the components must work in
harmony to complete a strong, reliable engine. In addition, the machinist must be able to fully
inspect each component and verify its parts, function, dimensions, and overall quality. If the
machinist is not able to do this, the slightest problem or mistake can lead to a catastrophic
failure. An example of this might be valvetrain failure related to cylinder heads that were
improperly prepared by an outside vendor. For instance, cylinder head assembly includes
measuring valvespring pressure and installing valvesprings at the proper height. Allowing your
machinist to assemble them is often a wise move. No matter how much or how little of the
engine rebuild you intend to perform yourself, you need to find a machine shop that can meet
your machining requirements. If they have to learn the specs and machining processes while
working on your engine, the chances of making mistakes are much greater. If your rebuild
requires this, and if the machine shop you select subcontracts the task, ask for the name of the
company. A high-quality machine shop should possess the equipment required to properly
machine a Pontiac block. That includes using a Pontiacspecific torque plate for boring and
honing cylinder walls and a line hone to restore main journal geometry. Balancing the
reciprocating assembly involves attaching stationary weights to crankshaft journals, which
replicates the effects of the piston-and-rod assemblies. The crankshaft is spun at low RPM and
a strobe light is used to determine where counterweight mass should be added or removed to
ensure smooth operation. Here are some general questions to ask:. Remember, when dealing
with the minute tolerances associated with an engine rebuild, one can go wrong from time to
time. A quality machine shop stands behind their work, however. While modern machine shops
often offer both machining and assembling services, some machine shops have no interest in
assembling an engine after the machining portion a rebuild is complete. In these instances, it is
your responsibility to completely assemble your engine or enlist the services of an engine
assembler. An engine assembling shop in simplest terms is just that: a shop or person that
assembles engines for customers. Some or all of the component machining is outsourced and
the entire combination is assembled with little regard toward maximizing performance. The
engine is typically fully assembled and ready for installation into a vehicle, but it may or may
not have been fired prior to customer delivery, and usually does not include any form of tuning.
It includes performing or arranging machining by one or more competent machine shops, and
selecting the proper combination of components to help a customer achieve their performance
expectations. Engines are typically delivered to the customer completely assembled and fully
tuned, and output should be documented with the results of dyno testing. No matter which
route you ultimately choose, you should have a clear understanding of how your components
are being machined and what machine shop is handling the task. It may be worthwhile to visit
that machine shop before making a decision on moving forward. In my opinion a good machine
shop is one that can completely rebuild any engine in a timely manner with its own in-house
equipment. I feel that outsourcing any part of a rebuild can compromise a project. The
machinist tends to lose control of time and quality, and that can negatively affect the outcome.
A quality machine shop to consider for your project should possess the following equipment:.
This equipment from Serdi can cut multiple angles into a valve seat in a single pass, using the
valveguide to properly locate the cutter in relation to the seat. A surface mill is required when
removing material from the mating surfaces of a block or cylinder head. Other uses include
resurfacing a manual-transmission flywheel, or intake or exhaust manifold flanges. Unless your
plans include an aftermarket Pontiac crankshaft, however, the machine shop you choose
should have that abili
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ty to perform that task or confidence in the company it outsources it to. I also feel that the best
shops are those that offer engine break-in with a test stand or engine dyno. This allows you to
verify that your engine starts immediately, idles and revs smoothly, is free from oil and coolant
leaks, and ultimately confirms that your engine has been broken-in properly before ever leaving
the machine shop. Before contracting a shop for your rebuild, clearly discuss your expectations
and specifically disclose the wear parts valvesprings, bearings, gaskets, etc. Most businesses
have some type of policy in place that allows it to add a certain percentage onto cost of the
project if a customer supplies parts, and at that point, any warranty against failure is void.
Asking questions and being visible is an easy way to learn and to be sure your project is on
track. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will
send you an exclusive deal on this book.

